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Abstract

This paper draws on evidence from loosely structured interviews and data from original surveys of 5,130 delegates in township, county, and municipal congresses to argue that congressional representation unfolds as authoritarian parochialism in China. It makes three new arguments. First, popularly elected local congresses that once only mechanically stood in for the Chinese mass public, through demographically descriptive and politically symbolic representation, now work as substantively representative institutions. Chinese local congressmen and women view themselves and act as “delegates,” not Burkean trustees or Leninist party agents. Second, this congressional representation is not commonly expressed in the quintessentially legislative activities familiar in other regime types. Rather, it is an extra-legislative variant of pork barrel politics: parochial activity by delegates to deliver targeted public goods to the geographic constituency. Third, this authoritarian parochialism is due to institutional arrangements and regime priorities, some common to single-party dictatorships and some distinct to Chinese authoritarianism.
China is among a small minority of regimes classified as “politically closed,” lacking “any of the architecture of political competition and pluralism.”\(^1\) Certainly, this characterization ignores nuanced political changes analyzed by contemporary China scholars in recent years.\(^2\) Yet, even relative to the most common variant of authoritarianism today, where opposition parties regularly compete against a ruling party in elections that are organized to prevent alternation of power,\(^3\) Chinese electoral and congressional institutions largely do reflect this architectural deficit. A single communist party enforces a ban on political organizations outside the party and on political factions within it. Party-led committees vet candidates for congresses and decide which names appear on ballots. Campaigning is prohibited. Only township and county congresses emerge from popular elections; others are elected by congresses one level down: county congresses elect municipal congresses, municipal congresses elect provincial congresses, and provincial congresses elect the National People’s Congress. Communists numerically dominate congresses, from top to bottom. The congresses are mostly amateur congresses, which meet briefly and infrequently. They typically ratify policies already worked out by a small governing elite that prominently includes the communist party.

Despite all this, China is no exception to the widespread adaptation of democratic institutions to the authoritarian setting. This is only barely evident at the national level, however. Nor do congress meetings themselves reveal much in the way of substantive representation. If we are interested in congressional representation in China, it seems our best strategy is to shift

---

\(^1\) Diamond 2002, 26.
\(^2\) Perhaps most relevant here are Kennedy 2005 and Mertha 2009, both of which examine players outside the state as influences on national-level policy making.
\(^3\) Labels for this regime type include electoral authoritarianism, dominant-party authoritarianism, hegemonic-party authoritarianism, and competitive authoritarianism. See Diamond 2002; Levitsky and Way 2002; Magaloni 2006; Schedler 2006; Brownlee 2007.
the analytical focus downward and outward: downward, to township and county congresses, because only these congresses are popularly elected, and outward, beyond congress meetings, because these meetings are only brief and infrequent. This is the strategy I adopt here to describe and explain congressional representation in China.

I present three arguments. First, popularly elected local congresses that once only mechanically stood in for the Chinese mass public, through demographically descriptive and politically symbolic representation, now work as substantively representative institutions. In the terminology of Pitkin’s classic study of representation, Chinese local congressmen and women view themselves and act as “delegates,” not Burkean trustees or Leninist party agents—and I refer to them as such. Second, this congressional representation is not commonly expressed in the quintessentially legislative activities familiar in other regime types, including electoral authoritarian regimes. Rather, it is an extra-legislative variant of (also familiar) pork barrel politics: parochial activity by delegates to deliver targeted public goods to the geographic constituency. Third, this authoritarian parochialism is due to institutional arrangements and regime priorities, some common to single-party dictatorships and some distinct to Chinese authoritarianism.

These are new arguments. First, they are new in the simple sense that they are not part of the existing scholarship on post-Mao local congresses, which focuses instead on the relationship between the congresses and other state players, not ordinary Chinese as constituents. Second, these arguments are likely also about an empirically new (not just newly observed) relationship between local congresses and their constituents. It is difficult to know for sure without strictly

---

4 Pitkin 1967. For a recent discussion, see Disch 2012.
5 See, for example, Xia 1997, 2000, 2008; Cho 2002, 2003, 2009; Manion 2008. The main focus is on the congressional relationship with local governments, party committees, and courts.
comparable evidence for earlier periods, of course, but Chinese congress scholars certainly identify a new delegate consciousness of representation. Moreover, delegates link their sense of representation to the new electoral rules. Evidence on both these points is provided in Section 3. Finally, I borrow from a literature in American politics that treats pork barrel politics as representation. Although some studies of local China do describe parochial activities, they either do not treat these as representation or congresses are not the players of interest. Instead, when the focus is Chinese congressional representation, the usual impulse is to search for policy representation. This seems to ignore fundamentals of Chinese “normal politics”: if we look hard enough, we may find evidence of policy representation—but the argument here is that parochial activities, not policy, are the mainstream forms of local congressional representation in China today.

In making my arguments, I draw on: (1) qualitative evidence from loosely structured interviews I conducted with 65 congress delegates, officials, and scholars across five provinces, and (2) data from original probability sample surveys of 5,130 delegates in 49 township, county, and (for contrast) municipal congresses in Zhejiang, Hunan, and Anhui provinces. Appendix A

---

6 The most widely cited (and maybe the first) argument that pork barrel politics is a form of representation is Eulau and Karps 1977.
7 For example, Cho 2009 describes these activities as “reflection,” not representation. Instead, he investigates the degree to which local congresses represent social groups in lawmaking and concludes that their role is “still very limited in representation.” See Cho 2009, 42, 95–96.
8 Another example is Luo et al. 2010, which looks at provision of public goods and even uses the term “pork barrel politics”—but the focus is on village committees.
9 See, for example, the sophisticated and interesting study by Truex 2012.
10 Numbers used in this paper refer to these interviews. By interview, I refer to a meeting specifically arranged to talk about local congress matters, in which I asked questions and openly took notes. I do not include the many enlightening conversations in which these conditions do not hold.
11 The provinces are an economically diverse purposive sample, selected for feasibility of survey implementation. Within each province, we probabilistically selected municipalities, counties, and townships. According to Chinese congress scholars I polled and judging from indicators I
describes the surveys. Counties have powerful, fully developed governance structures as well as boundaries (and identities) that date roughly back to imperial times. Townships have weaker governance structures and have undergone major boundary changes since their restoration in the late 1970s. Differences in scale are also worth noting. Average size masks huge variation within categories, of course, but a county is typically an order of magnitude bigger than a township: a population of about 467,000 compared to 39,000, on average.\textsuperscript{11} A municipality is yet an order of magnitude bigger: on average, 4.25 million people. I expected representation to be most evident in the popularly elected township and county congresses. Municipal congresses are included for contrast. I least expected representation there, with delegates distanced from constituents by both scale and electoral institutions.

In constructing the questionnaires, I worked with my Chinese colleagues to avoid offering delegates “politically correct” response choices that constitute easy opportunities to dissemble.\textsuperscript{12} In addition, I conducted a reliability check on delegate self-reports, based on responses to a question about constituent contacting asked of constituents in a probabilistically selected subsample of surveyed townships. I found that township delegates and constituents roughly agree on frequency of contacts. This suggests that delegate self-reports about behaviors are reasonably reliable, even if (as I conclude below) delegates have an exaggerated view of their own importance.

\textsuperscript{11} These figures simply divide the 2011 year-end population figure by number of administrative units. Range within categories is significant: for example, counties range in size from under 10,000 to more than 2 million.

\textsuperscript{12} On issues involved in obtaining reliable survey data in China, see Manion 1994, 2010; Shi 1996; Tang 2003, 2005; Landry and Shen 2005; Tsai 2010.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 briefly introduces political and institutional context. Section 2 presents the institutional foundations of authoritarian parochialism. Section 3 is the descriptive core of the paper. It presents qualitative and quantitative evidence that congress delegates view themselves as delegates and that the activity of representation is mostly parochial responsiveness. Section 4 describes how Chinese congressional pork barrel politics works and explains the institutional basis of its distinctive form. I conclude with reflections on the adaptation of concepts of congressional representation to China and speculate about the implications of authoritarian parochialism for regime stability.

Some Political and Institutional Context

Chinese congresses disappeared in 1966, a result of the radical institutional nihilism of the Cultural Revolution engineered by Mao Zedong. After Mao’s death in 1976, top party rulers officially repudiated the disruption of mass campaigns and began to restore institutions and rebuild officially acceptable channels of political participation, as one response to the excessive concentration of power in the Maoist era. Reforming the local congresses is part of a broad strategy to channel interest articulation at the grassroots. In the past decade of rapid socioeconomic change, the exacerbation of social grievances has laid bare the need for credible channels of interest articulation. As is well-known, mass protests and petitions to express discontent with local officials and local circumstances are now part of the normal political landscape in China. In official Chinese rhetoric, the popularly elected local congresses are intended as “bridges” between the grassroots and governments, bringing the grievances of ordinary Chinese to the governance agenda to contain a potentially explosive “social volcano” and promote authoritarian stability. This formidable challenge now constitutes the underlying rationale for local congressional representation.
In American politics, geographic parochialism is a serious challenge to good congressional policymaking. Indeed, Lee argues, simply to structure representation by geographic district, the common practice nearly everywhere, is to make of parochialism a normative ideal: “Legislators see serving the particular interests of their narrow constituencies as an appropriate and fundamentally important part of their role.”  

Congressional parochialism can take the form of constituency service, which delivers private goods to individuals. Assistance in solving problems of constituents with the government bureaucracy is an example of this. Of consequence for more constituents is parochialism that delivers highly divisible, geographically targeted distributive benefits, which political scientists refer to as “pork.” Parochial appeals are a way for incumbent congressmen and women to cultivate a personal reputation, distinct from the party reputation. In liberal democracies, the point of parochialism is to reap electoral benefits. Empirically, democracies vary a great deal in the extent to which politicians invest in a personal reputation through parochial appeals, and this variation has everything to do with political institutions. Institutional arrangements offer party leaders more or fewer instruments to sanction politicians who cultivate a personal reputation distinct from the party reputation.

In China, as practically everywhere, geographically structured representation makes congressional parochialism normative, especially for township and county delegates, who owe their congress seats to electoral support in the voting district. The scholarly literature on liberal parochialism offers a variety of explanations.  

---

16 For example, other things equal, separation of powers in presidential systems leaves party leaders with comparatively little leverage over legislators.
democracies associates the incentive to cultivate a personal reputation with institutionally weak parties,\textsuperscript{17} but it doesn’t work this way in China. Instead, Chinese political institutions drive local congress delegates to mainly (if not exclusively) parochial representation. Fundamentally, this is because the public face of Chinese political power is the organizational unity of a single hierarchical authoritarian party. The Leninist doctrine of democratic centralism, still officially embraced, requires party members (not only party-member politicians) to observe discipline by refraining from publicly observable support for views that conflict with official party decisions. Different from multiparty democracies (or, for that matter, electoral authoritarian regimes), Chinese politics does not reveal itself in public contests between different interests or policy preferences aggregated along political party or any other lines. Within the party too, although “intraparty democracy” is the party’s new watchword, organized opinion groups remain prohibited as open factions. In this institutional setting, congressional politics has little to do with reconciliation of conflicting claims by organized proponents of different ideas or interests, reflected in open political competition. Not only does the communist party numerically dominate the congresses,\textsuperscript{18} but also non-communist congress delegates do not represent any evident ideological, policy, or other alternative to the party.\textsuperscript{19} Ideological debates are internal communist party matters, shrouded in as much secrecy as possible—definitely not the stuff of congress meetings. This has implications for how congress delegates engage in representation.

First, the institutions do not permit congress delegates to engage in ideological or policy contests, whether during elections or at congress meetings. Delegates can engage in constituency

\textsuperscript{18} Interview 17-0503. Aggregated by congress level, recent figures on communist party majorities range from 68 to 74 percent, with the percentage of communists lowest in township congresses. See Shi, Guo, and Liu 2009, 290.
service to individuals and can supply geographically targeted public goods, however. More to the point, these parochial activities are core components of what amateur congress delegates are supposed to do, not the subversion of congressional representation. The Law on Congress Delegates, initially passed in 1992 and revised as recently as 2010, requires congress delegates to maintain close links with their constituents and permits delegates to use any means to listen to and “reflect” up the needs and requests of constituents in the voting district. Moreover, article 18 of the law requires that delegate proposals, criticisms, and suggestions be “clear and concrete, with a focus on reflecting practical problems and circumstances.” In short, congressional parochialism is the core of the official job description. As the communist party monopolizes opportunities for political career advancement in China, such parochialism can help ambitious politicians get along and ahead. In principle, then, investing effort in a personal reputation through constituency service and pork barrel projects is not at odds with observing communist party discipline.

A second implication of communist party power has to do with constituent monitoring. Basic premises of the classic sanctioning model of liberal democracy are not met. In the single-party context, party label conveys no information as an organizing category to help constituents sanction delegates for governance outcomes. Nor are individual delegate actions in congress easily distinguishable to constituents. In official congress reports and in the mass media, the public record does not attach delegate identities to congressional actions. For example, individual delegate votes on all but personnel matters are observable—often a show of hands, not secret ballot. However, the public record aggregates across delegates, only recording and reporting

---

19 Independent candidates can be an exception to this, but they are few in number.
20 Law on Congress Delegates of the People’s Republic of China for the National People’s Congress and Local People’s Congresses at All Levels, 28 October 2010.
numbers for, against, and abstaining. Congress delegates are supposed to report back to their constituents after congress meetings—but these sorts of reports are still not very widespread. 21

Even in the United States, where ordinary citizens can easily track individual votes in the U.S. Congress and even more easily sort legislators by political party label, congressmen and women work to deliver local public goods because constituents can more readily credit them for the effort. In China, where constituents cannot easily credit their delegates for congressional policy actions, investing effort in parochialism makes all the more sense as a signal of attentiveness to constituents.

Institutions other than communist party power also promote parochialism in local congresses. The Chinese system is only quasi-parliamentary, 22 but as in parliamentary systems, governance features a strong executive, relative to the congress. The executive, not the congress, formulates policy; the congress mainly approves it. This is executive-led governance with a difference, however: local governments work with organizationally distinct communist party committees. Party committees integrate executive power by including local heads of government as members. 23 There is little role in policymaking for local congresses. Additionally, budgeted and actual expenditures are not normally transparent in government reports: local governments are reluctant to release budgetary details even to congress standing committees. 24 Moreover, as a provincial congress standing committee member complained to me: “Congress only has the

21 For example, less than half of surveyed delegates (48 percent of township delegates, 49 percent of county delegates, and 40 percent of municipal delegates) provide their constituents with these sorts of reports.
22 Chinese congresses serve fixed terms. Even with the formal-legal possibility of recall of Chinese government leaders, which in practice would have to be approved by a communist party committee, this is far from executive-legislative fusion in the usual parliamentary requirement of government dependence on securing and maintaining the confidence of parliament.
24 See Fewsmith 2009.
authority to review the government report on budgetary items, not extra-budgetary items, but the latter are more important." In short, local congressional policymaking authority is highly limited. In the Chinese congressional context, parochialism is not only the most readily available expression of representation, but also it does not conflict with communist party-defined obligations of local congress delegates.

**Representation as Parochial Responsiveness**

In this section, I present evidence that delegates at all congress levels, but somewhat more so at lower congress levels, widely view congressional representation as parochial responsiveness to constituents. The main activities of representation for popularly elected township and county delegates are supply of private and local public goods in response to constituent contacting. As noted above, without strictly comparable evidence for earlier periods, such as an earlier survey, we cannot know for sure that this delegate consciousness of representation is empirically new. Two pieces of interview evidence suggest it is new, however. First, Chinese congress scholars identify it as new, reporting a transformation of congresses in recent decades, from the merely honorary status of descriptive representation to substantive representation. Second, congress delegates link their sense of representation to the new electoral rules. The 1979 Electoral Law mandated three new building blocks of electoral legitimacy for township and county congresses: secret ballots, electoral contestation, and voter nomination of

---

25 Interview 63-0831.
26 Quite apart from these institutional incentives, constituents seem to demand congressional parochialism. A national survey of Chinese villages finds “a strong demand for spending on public goods infrastructure”—especially roads, irrigation, drinking water, schools, clinics. Moreover, voters reward village leaders with reelection for supply of these sorts of goods. See Luo et al. 2010, 666.
candidates.\textsuperscript{27} Communist party-led election committees vet all nominees and decide who ends up on the ballot and most congress delegates are party members, but neither ballots nor congresses are saturated with communist party nominees.\textsuperscript{28}

Below are some illustrative quotes from a few interview subjects: a provincial congress delegate, a congress scholar, and a township congress chair, respectively. The view that a new congressional legitimacy derives from electoral contestation is also evident in notes from many of my interviews, here voiced by the township congress chair.

In previous years, delegates thought of congress membership mainly as an honor. It was for labor models, peasants, and workers. Now there is some progress: at least there is a notion that we should be acting as representatives (Interview 62-0830).

[Delegates] have a consciousness of being representatives. Compare this to the first congresses in the late 1970s or early 1980s: when journalists interviewed delegates and asked them what it meant to be delegates, they merely spouted inane phrases such as “what an honor it is.” They had no concept of what they were really supposed to be doing. This is very different now (Interview 61-0829).

The main difference [from the Maoist era] has to do with elections. Before the 1980s, we were not elected by ordinary people, we were selected or designated to be delegates as an honorary status. Whoever the leaders wanted to be delegates

\textsuperscript{27} Electoral Law of the People’s Republic of China for the National People’s Congress and Local People’s Congresses at All Levels, 1 July 1979. The law has been revised five times since 1979, most recently in 2010. The law in place prior to the dismantling of congresses in 1966 permitted secret ballots, but they were not intended for popularly elected congresses. It permitted voter nominees, but party officials clarified that the communist party and party-affiliated organizations should be the main source of nominations. Moreover, by law and in practice, electoral contestation was extremely rare before 1979. See Townsend 1967.

\textsuperscript{28} Voters generate most nominees, most candidates, and most winners. For example, in the 2001–2003 elections, for which we have the most data, voters generated 70 percent of nominees, 60 percent of candidates, and 53 percent of winners in township congresses; in county congresses, voters generated 77 percent of nominees, 71 percent of candidates, and 56 percent of winners. Calculated from figures in Shi, Guo, and Liu 2009, 146–147, 154–155, 159–161, 165–166, 158, 185–186, 192–193. Some voter nominees are undoubtedly “pseudo-voter nominees,” but the main threat to electoral legitimacy of the congresses is the vetting process, not the nomination process. This is different at higher congress levels: party manipulation of indirect elections is “less difficult and more extreme.” Interview 55-0823. On the party’s role in candidate selection, see [name withheld in anonymized manuscript].
would be delegates. This is different from now: now we win elections. We used to do whatever the party or government told us to do, but now we work with the party and government—and we represent the people’s interests (Interview 45-0813).

3.1. A “Mandate” View of Representation

Even as Chinese political institutions are not conducive to citizen monitoring of congresses, the 1992 Law on Congress Delegates describes an agency relationship, with ordinary Chinese as principals of the delegates they elect. For example, article 6 specifies that delegates work under the supervision of their constituents, and articles 45 through 52 are all about constituent supervision of delegates. In interviews, delegates fluently speak a language that suggests an agency relationship, with ordinary voters as principals. They routinely and frequently use the new terms “voting district” [选区], “constituency” [选民], and “constituent interests” [选民的利益]. Popularly elected delegates have a sense of a geographic constituency, to which they are accountable. The illustrative quotes below are from a county congress chair and a county (and concurrently municipal) congress delegate, respectively:

We represent our constituents. If we know the situation in the entire county, then we can represent it—but we really know the situation in our voting districts. Also, these are the people who elected us, so actually we represent the interests of our constituents.  

Delegates are supposed to represent the people’s interests in the entire county and also the voting district. If they can’t represent the interests of their constituents in the voting district, they will not be elected. They have to represent their constituents.

For delegates in the higher-level congresses that are indirectly (not popularly) elected, the notion of representation seems less clearly accompanied by the sense of an agency relationship with ordinary Chinese. The illustrative quote below is from a provincial congress delegate:

---

29 Interview 32-0714.
30 Interview 20-0703.
I do not think of my constituency as the locality that elected me. I think of my constituency as the province. Because I understand the world of enterprises, perhaps I can better represent enterprises than some other delegates; I am a woman so perhaps I can better represent women on issues than some other delegates. But this is not the same as constituency.\(^{31}\)

In her classic study, Pitkin distinguishes between the two poles of “mandate” and “independence” in theories of representation. The mandate theorist sees the representative as a “mere” agent or delegate; the independence theorist sees the representative as a free agent or trustee. Pitkin argues that these poles set the limits of what we are willing to recognize as representation:

If a state of affairs deviates too much in one direction or another, we shall say that it is no longer representation at all (he is simply an oligarch; he is simply a tool). But within the limits of what is no longer representation at all, there is room for a variety of views on what a good representative should and should not do.\(^ {32}\)

We commonly associate Edmund Burke with the view of representation as trusteeship. Modern representation has largely rejected the assumptions underlying trusteeship for a view better reflected in works by liberal democratic theorists, such as James Madison. Pitkin contrasts the quintessentially unresponsive Burkean trustee with the quintessentially responsive Madisonian delegate:

Unlike the Burkean representative, … Madison’s representative does not know his constituents’ interests better than they do themselves; if anything, he is in this respect roughly their equal. His furtherance of their interests is conceived of as fairly responsive.\(^ {33}\)

As a representative, the Burkean trustee is not inclined toward geographic parochicalism; the Madisonian delegate is not in principle disinclined toward it.

---

\(^{31}\) Interview 62-0830.

\(^{32}\) Pitkin 1967, 166.

\(^{33}\) Ibid., 197.
In contemporary China, even as rulers have adopted rhetoric and some design features to promote congressional responsiveness to constituents, they also explicitly repudiate institutions designed to promote responsiveness in liberal democracies—multiparty democracy and separation of powers, for example. More to the point, even as they increasingly point to economic success in their claims to legitimacy, they continue to embrace an antidemocratic, elitist view of representation as a normative underpinning for the Chinese party-state: Leninist theory, reflected in the theory and organization of the communist party. Lenin conceived of political legitimacy in ways that justify a monopoly of power by a communist party elite that is neither popularly elected nor specifically responsive to popular preferences. In Leninist theory, preferences are distinguished from historical class interests. Ordinary citizens are incapable of understanding their own real (i.e., historical, class) interests; ipso facto, elite responsiveness to the expressed preferences of the majority does not advance society. Instead, Leninist representation is guardianship by a revolutionary vanguard party, organized hierarchically and possessed of superior understanding of the historical laws of development discovered by Marx. As the communist party is the sole organization with the politically correct knowledge to lead society, it is also the authoritative arbiter of society’s interests.

Following up on my qualitative interviews and with this theoretical context in mind, I investigated more systematically how Chinese delegates understand congressional representation. To what degree do responsive or elitist notions of representation resonate? Specifically, the survey asked delegates about their level of agreement or disagreement with

---

34 In March 2011, National People’s Congress Standing Committee Chairman Wu Banguo famously pronounced “five nos” for China: no multiparty system, no ideological pluralism, no checks and balances in power, no federalism, and no privatization. Zhongguo xinwen wang, 11 March 2011. Of course, even Madison in Federalist Papers views conflicting interests (and political parties) with suspicion, identifying them with dangerous factions.
three statements reflecting different views of the relationship between delegates and constituents. These are intended to reflect mandate, Leninist, and trustee views of congressional representation, respectively:

Congress delegates should side with [保持一致] the majority of their constituents, because constituents best understand their own interests.

Congress delegates should obey the decisions of the [communist] party organization because the party best represents the interests of constituents, and constituents do not always understand their own interests.

Congress delegates are able to represent the interests of their constituents, even if this means not always siding with their constituents.

The survey also asked a follow-up question: “Which of these views is closest to your own view?” Tables 1 and 2 report findings.

Table 1. Delegate Views of Congressional Representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mandate</th>
<th>Leninist</th>
<th>Trustee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basically agree</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,912</td>
<td>4,810</td>
<td>4,802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View closest to own view</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding.
Source: Author’s surveys
Note: Percentages for agree–disagree items are categories chosen in response to each of the following statements, respectively by column: “Congress delegates should side with the majority of their constituents, because constituents best understand their own interests.” “Congress delegates should obey the decisions of the [communist] party organization because the party best represents the interests of constituents, and constituents do not always understand their own interests.” “Congress delegates are able to represent the interests of their constituents, even if this means not always siding with their constituents.” Percentages in the penultimate row are responses to a follow-up question: “Which of these views is closest to your own view?”

Overwhelmingly, as reported in table 1, respondents support a mandate view of congressional representation: 60 percent agree and 32 percent basically agree with the statement reflecting this notion. A Leninist view elicits only 30 percent agreement, trusteeship only 22 percent. Differences are even more evident when respondents are forced to choose among the three views: 60 percent view themselves most as delegates, 23 percent as Leninist party agents, 17 percent as trustees.\textsuperscript{36} Table 2 presents support for a mandate view of representation by congress level and source of nomination. Obviously, even as these simple bivariate results point to statistically significant differences, more important is the perspective they provide on the even

\textsuperscript{36} Communist party members do show (barely) significantly more support for a Leninist view: 30 percent agree, compared to 26 percent non-party members. All the same, when forced to choose among the three notions, differences between the two groups are not statistically significant. For 59 percent of communists, a mandate view of representation is closest to their own view, compared to 61 percent of non-party members.
simpler picture reflected in table 1: namely, support for a mandate view of representation is quite widespread, even among indirectly elected municipal delegates and party nominees.\(^{37}\)

Even so, as shown in table 2, agreement with a mandate view of representation drops monotonically by congress level: 68 percent of township delegates, 60 percent of county delegates, and 50 percent of municipal delegates agree with this view. These differences suggest that scale (and probably institutions too) matters to an understanding of congressional representation. That is, popularly elected township delegates, formally accountable to a small community, have a stronger sense of themselves as agents of ordinary constituents than do municipal delegates, indirectly elected by a congress representing tens of thousands of constituents. Agreement with a mandate view of representation also varies significantly by nomination source: in township congresses, 70 percent of voter nominees and 63 percent of party nominees agree with this view; in county congresses, 62 percent of voter nominees and 58 percent of party nominees agree with this view.

### 3.2. Parochial Responsiveness: Congressional Representation in Action

As shown above, by and large, delegates view themselves as delegates. How do they act as delegates? New laws and regulations set out a number of formal responsibilities for congress delegates. After consulting these documents and conducting qualitative interviews, I settled on nine commonly recognized responsibilities. The survey asked delegates to identify the one they consider most important. Results are presented in table 3.\(^{38}\)

\(^{37}\) Indeed, although it makes no sense to throw away information here, if we collapse the four categories to make agreement on a mandate view of representation dichotomous, differences across congress levels are not statistically significant.

\(^{38}\) Table 3 orders categories by survey results; this is not the order in which categories were presented to delegates surveyed.
Table 3. Delegate Views of Most Important Responsibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responsibility</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doing practical things, solving concrete problems for the mass public</td>
<td>50.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electing government leaders</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring responses to motions, proposals, criticisms, and suggestions</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting upward, reflecting local conditions and the popular will</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raising proposals, criticisms, suggestions, and motions</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring law enforcement</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing government work reports</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitting downward, explaining and promoting official policies</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducting inspections and investigations</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 4,588

Source: Author’s survey

Note: Percentages are categories chosen in response to the following question: “Congress delegates have many responsibilities. Which do you think is the most important responsibility for a municipal [county, township] congress delegate?”

As shown in table 3, over 50 percent of delegates surveyed understand their most important responsibility as “doing practical things for the mass public or solving concrete problems” —a sort of parochial everyday responsiveness to constituents. This choice greatly exceeds the next largest category: electing government leaders, ranked as most important by 20 percent. Qualitative interviews yield numerous illustrative examples of the content of parochial everyday responsiveness. It includes help with individual or family needs (e.g., employment, health care, education) and, most commonly, action to provide local public goods. Airing constituent complaints about industrial pollution and all manner of problems involving local roads (e.g., need for a new road, opposition to plans to widen a road, unfair allocation of fees for road maintenance, timing of ongoing road construction) figure most prominently in delegate stories. In sum, congressional representation is mostly about providing private and local public goods.

What local congress delegates soundly reject in table 3 is nearly as illuminating as what they affirm. In the Maoist era, day-to-day responsibilities of congress delegates were summed up
in the paired stock phrases “reporting upward” [上传] the practical problems experienced by ordinary Chinese in the locality and “transmitting downward” [下达] the official policies of the party-state. The responsibilities, if not the rhetoric, remain part of the formal-legal description of what delegates do today.\textsuperscript{39} Indeed, on the basis of 39 interviews conducted in the late 1980s and early 1990s, many with congress delegates, O’Brien describes delegates in terms of this latter responsibility.\textsuperscript{40} He concludes that delegates see themselves mainly as state agents, representing the government to ordinary Chinese by faithfully explaining and promoting official policies. More than twenty years later, I did not find this sentiment in my interviews with delegates. Moreover, as shown in table 3, the responsibility to “transmit downward” resonates little among delegates surveyed: less than 2 percent of delegates rank it as most important, which places it nearly last. The problem is evidently not the rhetoric per se, but its poor fit with contemporary notions of congressional representation: some thirty years into the post-Mao era, the responsibility to “report upward” still resonates with delegates, with more than 7 percent identifying it as their most important responsibility, albeit phrased in the newer terminology—to “reflect” up. O’Brien’s interviews were probably too early to capture the effect of the 1992 Law on Congress Delegates and subsequent communist party work conferences across the country that raised the status of congresses vis-à-vis local governments.

A second perspective on how delegates act as delegates is presented in table 4. It summarizes yearly averages for a number of delegate activities, aggregated by congress level.\textsuperscript{41} One complication in making these comparisons is concurrent seats, which are quite common at

\textsuperscript{39} The same responsibilities, phrased differently, are found in article 4 of the Law on Congress Delegates, in both its original and most recently revised versions.\textsuperscript{40} O’Brien 1994.\textsuperscript{41} For each activity shown in table 4, Bartlett’s tests for equal variance in one-way analyses of variance indicate that differences across the five congress levels exceed differences within the
and above the county congress level. To make valid comparisons across congress delegates along a dimension on which constituents figure explicitly in the measure, as is (particularly) the case with the first two activities, I separate out delegates with and without concurrent congress seats. This yields five, not three, congress categories.

Table 4. Activity as Congress Delegate, Yearly Averages by Congress Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responsiveness to constituents:</th>
<th>Township only</th>
<th>Township/County</th>
<th>County only</th>
<th>County/Municipal</th>
<th>Municipal only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action on problem “reflected” up</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>22.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per 1,000 constituents</td>
<td>10.70</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help with some issue</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per 1,000 constituents</td>
<td>10.70</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposals, criticisms, suggestions</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>9.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per 1,000 constituents</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motions initiated</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per 1,000 constituents</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motions co-sponsored</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per 1,000 constituents</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motions placed on agenda</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per 1,000 constituents</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>643–778</td>
<td>1,087–1,186</td>
<td>950–1,164</td>
<td>243–271</td>
<td>124–318</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s surveys
Note: See text for variable construction. Table includes delegates without concurrent seats and with seats concurrently in the two congresses specified (township/county, county/municipal). On average, a township delegate in the sample represents 726 people, a county delegate 2,742 people, a municipal delegate 11,203 people; these are the figures I use to calculate activity per 1,000 constituents for delegates without concurrent seats.

The first two activities are of greatest interest here. They best measure the sort of parochial responsiveness to constituents described above. Before turning to these activities, consider first the simpler yearly averages based on delegate responses to questions about the number of their proposals, criticisms, suggestions, and motions. The main distinction among same congress level, all with p-values of .000.

42 For example, 55 percent of delegates we surveyed in county congresses for this project sit concurrently in more than one congress. Chinese (and non-Chinese) sources ignore concurrent
these activities is between motions [议案] and the other three [批评建议], which are appropriately grouped together in the survey question. Motions are formal, written documents, with a higher threshold for collective action. They are raised only at annual congress meetings and require at least ten delegate signatories. Motions supply a rationale and evidence to support a plan of action to address a general issue within the competence of the congress. Most delegate efforts at motions fail to advance to the congress agenda: congress leaders, who control the agenda, reject them. On average, among delegates surveyed, only about 20 percent of motions initiated or co-sponsored made it onto the congress agenda. Once on the agenda, however, motions routinely obtain sufficient congress support to ensure passage; indeed, advancement to the agenda carries a strong presumption of passage. All this distinguishes motions from proposals, criticisms, and suggestions, for which the threshold is much lower.

As noted above, article 18 of the Law on Congress Delegates describes proposals, criticisms, and suggestions as “clear and concrete, with a focus on reflecting practical problems and circumstances.” Individual delegates or any number of delegates together voice these items, which can address shortcomings in any aspect of government work. These activities occur at and between annual congress meetings. At congress meetings, delegates raise proposals, criticisms, and suggestions during small group discussion sessions. This activity can be quite superficial. For example, in 1999, as a member of a Carter Center delegation, I observed a township congress meeting and sat in on the small group discussion meeting of 17 delegates from eight voting districts, about one-third of the delegates for the township congress. A congress official and a township government official, both sitting in on the discussion, spoke for about a half-hour

seats: reported numbers of congress delegates are actually numbers of congress seats.

43 Passage does not guarantee implementation, however: only 50 percent of delegates with motions on the agenda report the issue had been successfully handled by the time of the survey.
each. Most ordinary delegates also spoke, but most only briefly. Nonetheless, they raised a great number of proposals, criticisms, and suggestions, roughly one for every two minutes of speaking time. Needless to say, these were quite superficial, even if sometimes quite pointed. The illustrations below are in fact more contextually rich than the simple enumeration of issues by most other ordinary delegates:

Infrastructure is needed for agricultural development. My township is in a hilly area, prone to drought. Lacking water conservancy, we were unable to deal with natural disasters such as last year’s droughts. The government has completed only small water conservancy projects. We need large-scale reservoirs. In emergencies we can use the water; when there is no emergency, we can use the reservoirs as ponds to cultivate fish. … Transportation network: lots of problems here. Three villages of the four mentioned [by a previous speaker] are connected to one another but not to the town center. The government should link the four villages with the town center.

We planned to build a bridge, but we had never done it before. We had a lot of difficulties. So we turned to the township government, but we couldn’t find anyone to help us. We complained about this workstyle of the government. Even though we spent days looking for someone to help us, no one came to our aid. If this workstyle doesn’t improve, we will have more problems. We should consider candidates [i.e., for government leadership] carefully. Work style is very important. Leaders should be at the office during working hours.

Each of the delegates quoted above spoke for less than five minutes, but the sum total of their contributions amounts to three criticisms and three proposals in the congress tally of proposals, criticisms, and suggestions. As I discuss in the next section, proposals, criticisms, and suggestions are not always so superficial. The snippets above illustrate what distinguishes them most from motions, however: they are about highly specific, geographically targeted public goods.

Turning now to the activities highlighted in bold in table 4, these are measures based on delegate responses to questions about different types of constituent contacting. We have some A partial resolution of problems is the most commonly reported outcome.
evidence that this sort of constituent contacting is more common than before: in surveys conducted in Beijing in 1988 and 1996, the percentage of residents making requests to congress delegates increased from 9 to 14 percent. The measures in bold in table 4 reflect constituent contacting and delegate response. Although not comparable in construction to the activities discussed above, the combination of these two pieces of information is precisely what we want to measure parochial responsiveness. In this sense, these two activities are most relevant to the question studied here. The first activity focuses on local conditions “reflected” up by constituents to delegates.

Since you were elected this term as a delegate to this township [county, municipal] congress, about how many constituents have contacted you in your capacity as congress delegate to “reflect” problems up [反映问题]? This includes written contact, spoken contact, telephone calls, and any other methods of reporting problems. Response categories for county and township delegates: none, 1–2 people, 3–5 people, 6–10 people, 11–20 people, more than 20 people. Response categories for municipal delegates: none, 1–5 people, 6–10 people, 11–20 people, 21–30 people, 31–50 people, more than 50 people.

How many of the problems reported to you were you able to take action on, for example, contacting the relevant department, raising criticisms and proposals, et cetera? Response categories: all, most, half, a minority, none.

In the next section, I analyze these activities as supply of “pork.” Although the survey question does not specify local public goods, the term “reflect” certainly implies it. Moreover, as shown in table 5, responses to an open-ended follow-up question reveal that conditions reflected up in constituent contacting do indeed mostly concern classic local public goods problems. Infrastructural issues, especially roads, are by far the most common reason for constituents to contact congress delegates; they make up 26 percent of constituent complaints to township delegates and 19 percent of constituent complaints to county delegates, for example. Other
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44 Shi 1999, 155.
common complaints include rural development needs, environmental pollution, and social order problems.

| Table 5. Content of Problems “Reflected” Up Delegate Mentions, Up to Three Mentions Coded |
|-------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|
| Infrastructural issues, especially roads        | Township delegates  | County delegates     |
|                                                 | 26.3                | 18.8                |
| Agricultural production and rural development needs | 14.7                | 10.2                |
| Livelihood issues, including housing, public spaces | 13.1                | 18.1                |
| Environment and energy issues, including pollution | 11.2                | 8.2                |
| Economic issues, including inequality, taxes, inflation | 8.4                | 10.1                |
| Social order issues, including safety           | 8.2                | 9.7                |
| Social welfare issues, including healthcare     | 7.8                | 9.1                |
| Problems with local officials                   | 3.5                | 4.8                |
| Land issues, including contracts, confiscation  | 3.3                | 3.7                |
| Education issues, including access, fees, quality | 1.9                | 4.3                |
| Other                                           | 1.7                | 3.0                |
| Total mentions                                  | 953                | 2,900               |

Percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding.
Source: Author’s surveys

About 7 percent of delegates report no constituent contact to reflect local problems at all; as the concept of interest here is delegate responsiveness (i.e., conditional on some constituent report), I remove these observations from the sample.\(^{45}\) The first row of figures in table 4 presents averages, by congress level, of contacts weighted by responsive action.\(^{46}\) As constructed, the value for any individual delegate depends partly on number of constituent

\(^{45}\) I transformed response categories for the first question into values with 0 and 30 (60 for municipal delegates) as extreme values and midpoints for the middle categories. I then computed a yearly average for each delegate, taking into account the lapse of time between the survey and the beginning of the delegate’s term. For each delegate, I weighted constituent contact based on response to the follow-up question on action taken in response: multiplying contacts by 0 for no action, by 1 for action on all problems reported, by .50 for action on half of problems reported, by .80 for action on most problems reported, and by .20 for action on a minority of problems reported.

\(^{46}\) This is by no means a perfect measure: for example, the follow-up question refers to problems, not constituents. Moreover, these simple yearly averages for constituent contacting assume no lumpiness in activity. It may be that constituent contacts increase or decrease over a delegate’s
contacts. Conceptually, this is appropriate: if constituents selectively contact delegates whom they guess will be more responsive, this is reflected in the measure.

I constructed the measure for the second activity in the same way, but based on responses to the following questions:

Since you were elected this term as a delegate to this township [county, municipal] congress, about how many constituents have sought you out in your capacity as congress delegate for help with some issue [找您帮助他们办事]—including help on public matters, private matters, and any sort of matters? Response categories for county and township delegates: none, 1–2 people, 3–5 people, 6–10 people, 11–20 people, more than 20 people. Response categories for municipal delegates: none, 1–5 people, 6–10 people, 11–20 people, 21–30 people, 31–50 people, more than 50 people

Of all those who sought your help, how many were you able to help? Response categories: all, most, half, a minority, none

This activity also captures constituency service, that is, delivery of private goods to constituents.47

Of course, aggregated by congress level, variation on both measures of responsiveness shown in table 4 largely reflects mechanical differences in scale: a municipal delegate has thousands of constituents, a township delegate merely hundreds. Other things equal, I expect delegates with more constituents to experience more contacting. Empirically, for example, constituent contacting about local problems for municipal delegates averages about three times that for township and county delegates: 29 contacts per year, compared to 10. On average, however, municipal delegates act on less than half of these contacts, township and county delegates on more than three-quarters of contacts. Standardizing delegate responsiveness per 1,000 constituents gives better perspective.

47 Eighty percent of delegates surveyed indicate that help sought involved private matters.
Two patterns are conspicuous in table 4, both of them consistent with interview evidence and the descriptive survey results reported above. First, it seems that scale matters in the causal, not simply mechanical, sense. In absolute terms, township delegates supply more help with issues on average than do county and municipal delegates combined! In particular, municipal delegates supply exceedingly little help, even in absolute terms. This is unsurprising: as indirectly elected delegates, they are institutionally distant from their constituents; they are also geographically distant from most of them. Moreover, when standardized per 1,000 constituents, township delegate activity far surpasses county delegate activity and county delegate activity far surpasses municipal delegate activity—for every activity. Second, parochial everyday responsiveness dominates delegate activity. At no congress level does the sum total of proposals, criticisms, suggestions, and motions exceed delegate responsiveness to constituents.\footnote{Of course, constituent contacting can also prompt delegate proposals, criticisms, suggestions, and motions. For example, the survey asked delegates a follow-up question on the content of proposals, criticisms, and suggestions. Responses are not too different from the content of constituent contacts; indeed, measured at the individual delegate level, there is an 88 percent overlap in reported content of constituent contacts on the one hand and proposals, criticisms, and suggestions on the other. This too suggests responsiveness.} The two sets of measures are not constructed in comparable ways, of course—but their construction should bias downward (not upward) the explicitly responsive activities, as responsive action is conditional on constituent initiative. Taking all this into account yields the following conclusions: at each congress level, everyday responsiveness to constituents dominates delegate activity, and this mainly (although not exclusively) consists of extra-legislative responsiveness, that is, activity outside of congress sessions.

**Pork Barrel Politics with Chinese Characteristics**
As described above, the biggest component of representation in Chinese local congresses is geographically parochial responsiveness. A big component of this responsiveness (except in municipal congresses) is “help with some issue,” activity that includes constituency service (provision of private goods), but the biggest component is delegate action on some problem constituents “reflect” up, which mostly concern local public goods. Here, I use the term “pork” for these goods and “pork barrel politics” for delegate actions to provide them. Public goods infrastructure is a large spending category at the grassroots, about 43 percent of village fiscal expenditures, for example, and most of the funding comes in the form of township or county government allocations. This puts pressure on congress delegates to use the congress seat to orchestrate allocation of pork barrel projects. The framework in section 2 set out the institutional underpinnings of why parochialism is the common face of Chinese congressional representation; in this section, I describe Chinese pork barrel politics in practice and set out the institutional underpinnings of how it works.

Three institutional features are particularly consequential. First, as noted above, Chinese local congress meetings are brief and infrequent: the congresses meet once a year, for a few days at most. Second, also noted above, this is not a system of checks and balances. Instead, political arrangements are quasi-parliamentary, with executive-led governance enhanced by single communist party dominance. Third, although local congresses have the authority to approve (or not) the government’s annual economic development plan and its annual report on expenditures, congress meetings are normally not structured so as to permit delegate debate on issues. For that matter, government reports are normally not transparent enough to permit meaningful assessment.

of budgets or expenditures. The best way to understand the consequences of these institutions is through a description of how pork barrel politics works.

Qualitative interview evidence suggests that pork barrel politics is played out most often between (not at) congress sessions. The survey data also imply that extra-legislative responsiveness is most common. Wherever it takes place, it is essentially an interaction between two players: congress delegates advocating on behalf of a geographic constituency (or congress leaders on their behalf) and the government (or a government department). This is in stark contrast to pork barrel politics in American politics, which takes place in the U.S. Congress itself and is structured by congressional committee membership.

In Chinese pork barrel politics, delegates may themselves seek out government leaders or officials in functionally specialized government departments to engage in direct advocacy. This is illustrated in the following example, recounted by a county delegate. Note that congress delegates seek out government department officials on their own, but the congress deputy secretary acts as gatekeeper to government leaders.

Widening the road would increase fees in our township. We were unhappy with the plan to widen the road so we went to the highway department in the county government, then to the transportation department. Both departments simply responded that the road must be widened. The congress standing committee deputy secretary said we could go to the county [government] deputy magistrate to make our case. We went to him and explained the rationale behind our opposition to widening the road. We had a reasonable public rationale. He was persuaded, so the road was not widened.\textsuperscript{50}

More often, however, delegates raise requests to congress leaders, who may agree to present the issue to the local government, as in the example below from a township delegate:

\begin{quote}
A road was built through our village. We paid for our part of the road with fees. This is not the problem. But this road is widely used not only by vehicles from other villages and towns in the county but also from outside the county. We do
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{50} Interview 42-0810.
not think we should be responsible for maintaining the road when it is used by so many from outside the village. This sort of issue requires the congress to address. We went through the presidium to raise this issue to the government to deal with the problem. Then the government invested in maintenance of the road.\footnote{Interview 47-0815.}

In the quote above, the delegate wants to distinguish clearly between the sorts of problems that village leaders can solve on their own and the road issue, which “requires the congress to address.” Clearly, however, the congress does not solve the problem in this or in the preceding example. Instead, congress delegates or congress leaders present the case to the government, which acts (or not) to respond to the problem.

At congress meetings, pork barrel politics works only a little differently. Delegates may coordinate legislative activity to advocate for common local public goods across voting districts. There are some advantages to coordination. Legislative proposals to allocate local public goods are more public than advocacy between congress sessions. Also, if delegates manage to coordinate support among greater numbers spanning more districts, this helps to elicit government attention, as suggested by the county (concurrently municipal) delegate quoted below:

In our delegation of 21 delegates [at the county congress], we see if the problems we want to raise have any common interest for other townships, other delegations. If so, then more delegates and delegations sign on to the proposals. We do this sort of organizing across delegations before the congress meeting and also at the meeting. At the congress meeting, even if we don’t know the members of other delegations, our delegation head probably knows them. We can also connect with them informally, at mealtimes and in the evenings. If a proposal is raised by more delegates and spans delegations, then it is more powerful—the government knows it really has to take account of it because it is a general problem, not just particular to one township.\footnote{Interview 47-0815.}

As suggested in the quote above, the structure of congress meetings discourages coordination across localities: delegate discussion is organized by geographic proximity or administrative
identity (e.g., by townships in county congresses). This severely curtails formal opportunities for contention or compromise among the entire assembled congress of delegates representing the parochial interests of heterogeneous districts.

Whether pork barrel politics takes place between congress sessions or at congress meetings, the player with decision making power actually to distribute pork to localities is the government, which manages local expenditures. Congresses have no independent authority whatsoever to earmark allocations, decide on formulas for distribution of pork across localities, or otherwise deliver materially on any of their proposals, criticisms, or suggestions. Chinese congressional pork barrel politics is thus best understood as advocacy or special pleading to the government. Even when delegates coordinate proposals at congress sessions, with delegates in several discussion groups raising the same issues, the audience is the government official assigned to sit in on the discussions and report to government leaders.

Pork normally has implications for government budgetary allocations and expenditures. Congresses vote on the government economic development plan for the coming year and the report on the budget for the preceding year. Yet, as described above, government financial reports are not transparent, even to congress standing committees. For example, at the township congress discussions I observed in 1999, a delegate raised the following complaint about the opacity of the financial reports presented to the congress: “So much detail—but no numbers.”

The discussion above presents a picture of a highly lopsided pork barrel politics. Indeed, the politics seems mostly absent. There is little opportunity for congress delegates to engage in bargaining among themselves. Nor is there a sense that local congresses and local governments are on opposite sides. Given this evident congressional impotence, delegates somewhat surprised
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52 Interview 32-0715.
me in interviews with a self-important rhetoric of institutional power. Citing congressional legal authority to recall and interpellate government leaders, they implied that governments dare not ignore congresses. The illustration below, from a township delegate, is typical of this sentiment:

The government has to take the opinions of congress seriously. We can recall government leaders. Also, it helps the government do its job. [Probe from me: Have any government leaders been recalled around here?] No—but by law we can recall them. … Before the congress meeting, if there is broad consensus [among delegates] on some issue, then they raise this issue with government [leaders] to be integrated into the government work plan. If it doesn’t show up in the government work plan, then it may be difficult for the government to gain approval for the plan [i.e., by congress]. So the issue does appear in the plan—and in the government work report when the year is up. We have had no problem here with the government not taking the congress seriously.53

Similarly, among surveyed delegates, some 87 percent think the government is basically or very attentive to congresses.

This presents a puzzle: why do governments respond, when they do respond, to delegate advocacy on behalf of constituents? Given communist party powers over personnel, it seems they need not strategically guard against congressional ouster. Here, I argue that governments condition their responses on the value of the local knowledge delegates provide. Through its nomenklatura system, the communist party controls the appointment, promotion, transfer, and removal of officials in all positions of importance, from the grassroots up.54 This includes local congress, government, and party leaders. The system is the linchpin of party power. It allows party leaders in Beijing to impose standards for career mobility across China, working through the hierarchy of party committees that evaluate leaders and approve personnel actions. Since the late 1980s, standards for local government leaders have been defined in the “target responsibility system,” which assesses local leaders and assigns them points distributed across dimensions that

53 Interview 53-0821.
reflect the broad goals of the party center.\textsuperscript{55} Local economic growth is of paramount importance in this point system. However, social stability is usually a “veto target”: failure to perform well on this dimension nullifies performance achievements on all other dimensions. For this reason, local government leaders assign high priority to local social stability. Moreover, as noted in section 1, they have cause for concern. Certainly, they cannot take social stability for granted.

All this suggests that insofar as local congress delegates are imbued with confidence in their congressional power derived from formal instruments to make local governments pay attention, they probably flatter themselves. Instead, it seems more likely that the party’s \textit{nomenklatura} system gives local government leaders reason to care about social stability—and that this is the incentive for government leaders to pay attention (when they do pay attention) to reports of discontent reflected up to township and county delegates, who live and work among their constituents. Certainly, a self-important misunderstanding among delegates of why governments respond is no detriment to making congressional representation work, when it does work.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Institutional arrangements are my point of departure and analytical referent throughout this paper, as I unravel the design and practice of congressional representation in contemporary China. These arrangements dictate my turn from National People’s Congress sessions to popularly elected township and county congresses and to activities outside of brief and infrequent congress meetings. I argue that political institutions drive local congresses to forms of congressional representation that reflect geographic parochialism. Congress delegates view representation as parochial everyday responsiveness to constituents. The biggest component of

\textsuperscript{55} Whiting 2000, 2004; Edin 2003; Landry 2008.
this responsiveness is delegate activity to deliver local public goods—in other words, pork barrel politics. In Chinese congresses, pork barrel politics is mainly extra-legislative, pursued as advocacy to local governments.

A corollary to this argument that congressional representation unfolds as authoritarian parochialism is an argument about governments, the targets of advocacy efforts. Authority to address the problems that delegates bring to the attention of governments rests with governments, not congresses. I argue that governments condition their own responsiveness on the value of the local knowledge that delegates provide in their advocacy efforts. By and large, local government officials seek most of all to avoid explosions of community discontent in social unrest. This has everything to do with the preferences of top party rulers, expressed in the point system by which hierarchically organized communist party committees evaluate and promote officials: local unrest counts heavily against local officials. Insofar as congress delegates are imbued with a confidence in congressional power derived from formal instruments to make governments pay attention, they probably flatter themselves. At the same time, a self-important misunderstanding of why governments respond helps make congressional representation work, when it does work. Congress delegates give local governments the opportunity to act pre-emptively to address community complaints that might otherwise spark petitions and protests. That petitions and protests abound in China indicates that congressional representation is not the only routine channel for ordinary Chinese to articulate grievances.

In liberal democracies, political scientists look for representation in legislative output. Even particularistic appeals of pork barrel politics, viewed as an obstacle to good congressional policymaking but recognized nonetheless as representation, unfold as legislative activity. The adaptation of the concept of pork barrel politics to the politically closed Chinese polity
demonstrates not how fluidly concepts travel across fundamentally different political systems but rather how careful we must be in looking for representation in familiar political spaces. Decades before the advent of electoral authoritarianism, Bialer described the “low politics” of political participation in the post-Stalinist Soviet Union—citizen contacting of public officials to obtain specific private goods.\textsuperscript{56} Years later, Shi described political participation in China in the 1980s in similar terms.\textsuperscript{57} The authoritarian parochialism described in this paper is different, however. For one thing, pork barrel politics mainly delivers local public (not private) goods. Moreover, for rulers in Beijing, authoritarian parochialism is a congressional design feature, not a flaw. The design is also incentive compatible: there are no losers when Chinese congress delegates place the “practical problems and circumstances” of ordinary citizens on the local governance agenda and local governments respond. In the longer term, of course, to the extent that geographically parochial congressional representation works in practice as designed, it props up an authoritarian regime.

\textsuperscript{56} Bialer 1980.
\textsuperscript{57} Shi 1997.
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APPENDIX A

For the surveys, I partnered with the Research Center on Contemporary China (RCCC) at Peking University, the most professional and innovative social science survey research agency in the country. We selected Zhejiang, Anhui, and Hunan provinces mainly for feasibility of implementation, within a group of provinces that varied along dimensions of interest. Municipalities, counties, and townships are probability samples, selected with probability proportionate to population size. The sample is nested: counties within selected municipalities, and townships within selected counties. Within each province we probabilistically selected two large municipalities, with (county-level) urban districts within them. We probabilistically selected one urban district and two counties or county-level cities under the governance of each of the selected municipalities. Within each of the selected counties or county-level cities (but not urban districts), we probabilistically selected two townships or towns. The result is a representative unbiased sample of congresses across the three provinces. For a variety of reasons, not all local authorities were willing to permit or facilitate surveys of congresses in all probabilistically selected localities. At the same time, we were unwilling to compromise on the fundamental issue of probability sampling. Ultimately, we successfully completed surveys in 49 congresses in our sample: 4 municipal congresses, 19 county congresses, and 26 township congresses. Response rate was 53 percent.

We conducted the surveys over a period of 26 months, from September 2007 through October 2009. There are two practical ways to survey congress delegates systematically: at congress meetings that bring them to a single site at the same time or with a self-administered questionnaire that delegates complete and mail back. We used both, adapting our method to local circumstances. As no regular congress meeting provides enough time for face-to-face interviews
with a substantial number of delegates, we designed the survey instrument as a self-administered questionnaire. For elite respondents, who are generally more literate than the mass public, we judged this method acceptable. Our strong preference was to administer the survey at congress meetings. This was possible for 29 congresses, accounting for 52 percent of delegates surveyed.